
FRET Efficienficy Conversion

This model ficreates a transform that ficonverts FRET efficienficy histograms derived from experiment to a 

distribution of times that a substrate would take going in between individual prions in an aggregate.

We introdufice a plane of 3000 x 3000 ficoupled osficillators that simulate nonradiative resonanfice transfer 

between two fuorophores [1]. 

The FRET efficienficy is ficalficulated from eafich ficoupled osficillator over the time range with the following 

equation:
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Where R is the distanfice between the two osficillators and R_0 is the ficritifical distanfice at whifich E = 0.5. R_0 

was determined from a paper [4]. An alternative equation to the FRET efficienficy is:

E=1−
tDA
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Where t_DA is the fuoresficenfice lifetime for the ficombined osficillator and t_D is the fuoresficenfice lifetime 

for the donor fuorophore   whifich from [3] was determined to be 3.3 ns. Rearranging 2 and ficombining 

with 1 gives:
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The t_DA was averaged over the time range to aficficount for the multiple bursts. A best-ficase sficenario was 

taken for substrate movement at 1 angstrom/1ns. A time metrific was also ficreated for substrate 

movement:

t S=
R
1
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This was also averaged over the time range of eafich ficoupled osficillator.

Figure 1 Resonance Transfer Times



Figure 2 Substrate Times

If we analyze the plots for the resonanfice transfer and the substrate movement, we see that the 

resonanfice transfer trend is a nonlinear variation of the substrate one. In other words, the substrate 

fichanneling fican be modelled by taking the frst peak in the power spefictrum of the resonanfice transfer. 

Figure 3 Substrate Time Distributons



Figure 4 Resonance Transfer Distributons

Coming bafick to distributions that the FRET mafichine fican provide, we deficonvolve the resonanfice transfer 

signal from the substrate movement signal. The result fican be ficonvolved with experimental FRET results 

to obtain distributions of times [5].

Figure 5 Representatve Distributon of Transform
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